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1949 
Graduation 
Edition 
Vol. XXXIII, No. 11 REGIS COLLE.GE - DENVER, COLORADO May 6, 1949 
MOST CiRADS IN RECiiS . HISTORY 
ChapJzl (/)MiaWJJJL •... 
Archbishop Vehr Praises Regis 
9~C~ 
Farewell To Arms 
In an impressive ritual the Most Rev. Urban J. Vehr, The largest graduating class in the history of Regis 
Archbishop of Denver, presided at the solemn dedication of will receive degrees at the 60th Annual Commencement 
the Regis College chapel before nearly 1,000 Regi's stu- Exercises which will be held June 5th at Phipps Audito-
dents and friends April 2 5 in Denver. rium beginning at 8:15 p.m. 
On Sunday morning, June 5th, the graduation cere-
The ceremony began with a procession from the ad- monies will open with the Baccalaureate Mass, which will be held in 
ministration building to the doorsl--------------------------------:-the Regis Chapel beginning at nine o'clock. 
of the new chapel. Archbishop AN OSCAR TO THE PROM The following is the list of candidates for graduation: Vehr was accompanied in this 
ceremony by the Rev. Forrest H. CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION-JUNE 5, 1949 
The annual J'unior promenade, the most gala social Allen, St. Anne's church, Arvada; BACHELOR OF ARTS (A.B.) 
and the Rev. Bernard A. Giblin, event on the Regis Colfege calendar, was held Saturday 
night, May 7, at the Park Hill Country Club, with some 200 David Anthony Downes O.F.M., St. Elizabeth's church; and Louis Anthony Hall 
was preceded by the Dev. Dr. couples in attendance. Raymond A. Hutchinson 
David M. Maloney, assistant Ably directer by Jerry Coursey, Junior Class Pre:si- Gerard George Vincent 
Chancellor. 
Many church dignitaries took 
part in the procession, including 
the Most Rev. Bernard J. Sullivan, 
S.J., Titular Bishop of Halicarna-
sus, and now a member of the 
Regis College faculty; the Rt. Rev. 
Monsignor Charles A. Hagus, An-
nunciation church; the Rt. Rev. 
Monsignor John R. Mulroy of Holy 
Ghost church; and the Rt. Rev. 
Monsignor Matthew-J'. Smith: and 
the Rt. Rev. Monsignor William 
Higgins of St. Philomena's church, 
who was assistant priest to the 
Archbishop. 
The procession then entered the 
church where the Archbishop 
blessed the interior and the three 
altars. 
During the Mass which followed, 
the Regis college glee club, ac-
companied by an electric organ 
loaaned by the Baldwin company, 
sang a four-part Gregorian Mass. 
More than 100 priests were pres- · 
ent. 
The Solemn Mass was cele-
brated by the Rev. James P. Flan-
agan of St. Mary Magdalaene's 
parish, assisted by the Rev. Dr. 
D. A. Lemieux of St. Catherine's 
parish, deacon, and the Very Rev. 
Harry S. Smith, C.SS.R., St. Jo-
seph's pastor, subdeacon. 
Seminary Rector Preaches 
The Very Rev. William J. Ken-
nealy, C.M., rector of St. Thomas' 
seminary, preached the sermon. 
Archbishop Vehr in a short ad-
dress urged the students to take 
advantage of the opportunities for 
education which, because· of the 
war, poverty, and Communistic 
control, are denied the youth of 
many other countries. He pointed 
out that the college students at 
Regis today will be the future: 
Catholic leaders of this sedion of 
the country in the years to come. 
The ,Jesuit Fathers of Regis 
college, including the Very Rev. 
Raphael C. McCarthy, S.J., presi-
dent of the college, took part in 
the procession. It was through 
the planning of Father McCarthy 
that the new chapel came into 
existence. The Regis rector found 
conditions for student worship 
sadly overcrowded. The previous 
student chapel in the administra-
tion building, built in 1887, held 
less than 200 persons. With the in-
stallation of the new chapel, stu-
dent Masses for members of the 
college and· of the high school will 
now be possible. 
The space occupied by the old 
chapel will now be used as part of 
the college library, which, with 
60,000 volumes, is considered one 
._____ 
dent, the prom won the acclaim 
of every one in attendance who Prom-Queen was Miss June Young, 
pronounc-ed it one of the best in Mr. Maldoon's guest. 
Regis history. Music was furnished by Johnny 
Thirty-five seniors and several Haws and his orchestra, and dane-
faculty members, the yery Rev- ing got under way immediately 
erend R. C. McCarthy, president; after the banquet. 
Reverend L. G. Mattione, dean; Juniors who made this year's 
Reverend J. J. Quick, and Rev- promenade so successful were: 
erend H. L. Stansell, faculty inod- Jer~rsey, Junior Class Presi-
erator, were guests of the junior dent; Tom~aters, Bo~re, ~oe 
class who entertained at the an- Tamburello, John Tamburello, ~m 
nual 'banquet and uance honori'ilg I M',~Nally, Bilt.:...!!Jt r ret t..,. D~ 
the Regis seniors. Hodges. AI ~recht and the 
The Prom-King chosen by the faulty moderator, Father H. L. 
senior class was Neil Maldoon and Stansell. 
(/)JJ.w.nlo.wJL $dwJJL • • . • --
(ongratS to Mark Switzer 
Regis students were very happy to see the genial 
smile of Mack Switzer, Instructor in Radio Speech in the 
Downtown Division, in the DENVER POST'S Gallery of 
Fame in a recent edition of the Post. 
Mr. Switzer, Public Service Director of Radio Station 
------------------+KLZ, recently was singled out for 
of the best small college libraries 
in the country. 
The work of landscaping and 
completing final details on the 
chapel will be finished within the 
next few we'eks. The chapel will 
be open to the general public on 
Thursday, Friday, and~ Saturday 
of this week. 
SERMON DELIVERED 
BY FR. KENNEALLY 
Excerpts from Father Ken-
neally's sermon follow: 
"Wisdom hath built for herself a 
house, 
She hath hewn her out seve·n 
pillars. 
She hath slain her victims, min-
gled her wine, 
and set forth her table" (Prov. 
ix, i). 
It may please Your Excellency, 
Right Reverend and Very Rev-
erend Fathers, and my dear stu-
dents of Regis college: 
The Divine Wisdom has deter-
mined to build a house in the 
world and to live there with man. 
God's mysterious plan of dwell-
ing with man may be traced 
through the pages of written his-
tory in the· construction of seven 
various houses. 
1. After God made man, He 
came to live with man on intimate 
(Continued on Page 4) 
special recognition for his service 
to KLZ in its winning the annual 
Du Pont award for meritorious 
public service. 
A member of Saint Philomena's 
Parish, Mr. Switzer attended Regis 
College in the early thirties. 
Among radio listeners he has 
gained prominence for his many 
on-the-scene broadcasts. He plays 
the part of "Uncle Bill" on the 
Denver Post Funny Paper Show 
every Sunday. (Off the record, 
it's his favorite). He is the orig; 
inator of "Young Ideas," a weekly 
program dealing with students of 
Denver High Schools. 
Warm interest in the public and 
his congenial personality have 
made Mack Switzer a respected 
and noted figure in the eyes of 
his radio listeners-and of his stu-
dents in the Downtown Division. 
* Congratulations 
To · 
Ranger 
Stall 
* 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE .(B.S.) 
Philip Dalla Antonelli 
Leno R. Battochio 
Clement A. Bueche 
Winston William Churchill 
Howard Archibald Curtis 
William Sefton Darr 
Thomas James DeCino 
Robert Richard John DeHon 
Frank Joseph DeLorenzo 
Cz0rgc. Determan i 
Thomas Joseph Dolan, Jr. 
· P. Pierre Dominique 
Eugene Anthony Donohoue 
Mario Dorigatti 
Ernest D. Ficco 
Thomas Joseph Gargan 
John M. Healey 
Edward Simmons Hock 
Daniel James Horvat 
Martin A. Kane 
· Thomas Joseph Kelly 
Theodore Augustine Kemme, Jr. 
Samuel J. Kennedy 
John James Kilpatrick 
Michael John Klamann 
Frank Jerry Laureta 
Elizabeth Mary Markey 
John E . McGann 
Harvey E. Moore · 
George J. Mueller 
Neal Muldoon 
Daniel Joseph Mulhauser 
John Cassiano Negri 
John James O'Hayre 
William Edmund Olsen 
Robert D. O'Rourke 
John Matthew Phelan 
Walter August Quering 
James T. Regan 
Robert Alexander Regner 
Leonard E. Rollins, Jr. 
Joseph Robert Saloetti 
Frank J. Schell 
Vincent Norman Schmitz 
Thomas R. Shay 
John ,lay Shea, Jr. 
Wallace Joseph Smilanic 
John Spence 
James Michael Stranger 
William B. Taylor 
Arthur B. Vialpando 
Joseph T. Yelenick 
GRADUATES-JANUARY 27, 1949 
BACHELOR OF ARTS (A.B.) 
James Joseph Sweeney 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (B.S.) 
Walter Phillip Barbour 
John Raymond Dooley, Jr. 
Donald W. Drake 
William R. Flynn (cum laude) 
Edwin W. Hutchinson (cum laude) 
Thomas J. Johnson 
Norman Lamers 
Chester Walter Sadowski 
Lotario Sanchez (cum laude) 
William Joseph Warner 
------
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NEW SUMMER 
FORMALS HAVE A BOLD LOOK 
Formal Coats 
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THE BROWN AND GOLD 
Jus' Rom!J/in' 
By ED SCHADED 
''Bee, bee, bumble bee, 
Sting that Jesuit with the 
Semester exam for me." 
-Beetlebaum 
They say there was an interest-
ing Horse Show at Loretto 
Heights last Saturday, but the 
fine stock that showed up at the 
Regis Prom was just as fascinat-
ing and striking. 
For instance, Ranger • editor, 
Andy Martelon, and members of 
his staff, Jerry Monty and Chuck 
Sillstrop, managed to tear them-
selves away from the yearbook 
office long enough to make the 
dine and dance session. One fel-
low was asking if Roland Martines 
was at the prom .... He was there, 
buddy; we heard him .... Our ace 
reporter, Phil Antonelli, went with 
eyes open· and notebook ready. 
We're indebted to him for much 
of the stuff used herein concern-
ing the Junior-sponsored affair. 
Strange as it may seem, there 
were no union-management, eco-
nomic, or philosophy problems dis-
cussed that night; Mike Quering, 
Len Rollins, and Pierre Dominique 
could never make close connec-
tions. How about that new Chev 
Vince Domenico was sporting? 
The "accessories" weren't bad, 
either, huh? Joe Chavez has been 
in this column once before, but 
he rates more publicity after the 
7th. Gee, he must have made 
pockets full of dough from the 
flowers he sold us suckers, or else 
that drape shape formal he. had 
was borrowed. Jack O'Donnell 
and Don McCarthy acted as hosts 
while distributing favors to the 
fairer sex, and oh what favors 
they were, too . . . I asked John 
Negri for some news the other 
day; as far as he's _ concerned, 
the best , news i& that he stayed 
sober the whole time. Buddy, 
that's good news in anybody's esti-
mation. . .. Recent and expectant 
p0ppas not in attendance included 
Sid Bishop, Ted Chiono, and Vince 
Rossi. Going to proms is one 
t:ning; raising a family is another. 
Can't understand where Mr. and 
Mrs. Jim Sweeney hid their little 
baby girl while they danced. Tom 
Dolan offered his services as a 
baby-sitter, but he couldn't ever 
find the Iitle babe . . . Following 
the dance, the· Bob Fishers and 
party headed for Pagliacci's for 
cafe au lait, demi-tasse, and pein 
blanc. Ask Antonelli what all 
that stuff is. Some people like 
Vince Schmitz and Virgil Kirsten 
preferred to journey almost out 
of the state to Ciancio's . . . Ed 
Hirschfeld, of the Hirschfeld Press, 
stated that this year's Ranger 
had almost as many pictures 
as the yearbook at the Uni-
versity of Denver. Well, why 
not? Regis equals D. Y. in 
basketball and baseball; might as 
well make it in annuals too . . . 
The old school year is just about 
over. Common consensus of opin-
ion is that it has been a good 
year for everybody, at least so-
cially, if not scholastically. All 
the lovers will have to get their 
tear-driers out of the moth balls, 
'cause that fateful day of sorrow-
ful departure is almosC at hand. 
If you're a little wary of goodbyes, 
just send her a "farewell, Hilda" 
note. Or maybe your're not that 
serious with the gal. In that case, 
place one small, battered and worn 
clothes brush in a box and mail 
it to the "loved one"; she'll .get the 
idea .... Then there's the re,al sent~ 
imental type. He's the guy who, 
with apparent love drooling from 
his eyes, tells her that he'll never 
live through the summer without 
her. Hal Wait 'till he sees that 
blonde back home with, the danc-
ing eyes; all previous to that will 
then have been forgotten. Guess 
that's the way ... Wonder what 
kind of weather we'll have in 
Texas this summer. ShoUld be the 
usual kind of climate: Pleasant 
invigorating breezes intermittently 
mixed with refreshing showers. 
There'll probably be a whole 
9L -~ 
]IJ ·UL 
By RUS and GUS 
We wouldn't say the Prom was 
a success, but judging from some 
of the after-effects such as; Ralph 
Holzfaster waking up in the bot-
tom of a bath tub (we strongly 
suspect that it was full of home-
made hooch); Mother DeHon pa-
trolling the third floor halls at 
4:30 in the morning to see if any 
of his Iitle chicks had flown the 
coop for the night; if Eugene 
Hartnagle had any results at all 
they could all be boiled down to 
a frigid clavicle; and Jim Mc-
Nally's mysterious ear-to-ear smile 
whenever anyone mentions the 
name "Pat," we would say that it 
was a pretty potent Prom . . . 
At this time, in hopes of getting 
a free copy of the year book, we 
would like to say that Andy 
Martelon and his highly competent 
cohorts are doing a whiz-bang 
job on the yearbook, and we feel 
sure that every time you turn a 
page you will feel that thrill of 
pleasure that will only come from 
seeing that artistic and literary 
triu:nph of the year, our annual!! 
• • . . Kenny Gartrell has joined 
another team, the "Mr. and Mrs. 
Keimy Gartrell Newlyweds" and 
we are sure that with any luck at 
all they should produce scores 
. . . Speaking of scores, the wey 
"Net-shot Regner kept winking at 
his opponent, you would have 
thought he was. playing against 
the C,W.C. tennis team, instead of 
Mines . . . Stinkweeds to the Lo-
retto Heights drama club for a 
perfectly_ lousy play, "The Hither 
and Thither of Danny Dither" 
(what a preposterous name), we 
think they should stick to stuff 
like Shakespeare that they can't 
do at all instead of these absurd 
comedies that they can only half 
.handle. Now wait a minute girls, 
don't panic, sit back down and 
relax, there, are you all right 
now? Not tense ? Looking over 
this column we thought that you 
needed something to shock you 
into alertness, actually we thought 
the tplay was very fine, with 
superb acting, an we laughed 'till 
our sides ached . . . 
. . • • Dale Pollart got off to a 
roaring start ( ? ) to the Cathedral 
Prom in his girl friend's car. It 
seems that Don Davis and some 
of Dale's more loyal friends had 
blocked the car up . . . Buckskin 
Charlie Dungar, Deadwood Dick 
swarm of tourists from Colorado 
and the Midwest going down for 
the summer. 
-
May 6, 1949 
!Previews and 
!Reviews 
By WILLIAM D. O'HARA 
With the approach of Spring we 
take this opportunity to suggest 
a Iew worth-while little volumes 
to take along for perusal on lit-
tle excursions on the meadows, 
etc. 
Our first suggestion is, "The 
Book of Asparagus, with sections 
also on celery, salsify, scorzonera 
and seakale, together with chap-
ters on the history, decorative 
uses and cookery of these vege-
tables," by Ilott. This is especial-
ly good ono the decorative uses of 
asparagus. 
A must book for all is, "Studies 
of abnormal behavior in the rat. 
A comparison of some convulsion-
producing situations," by Maier 
and Glaser. 
All sociology students, we are 
sure, will be glad to read, "History 
of the Fathead Indians," by 
Phoebe Prettywilly, who is also 
the vice-president of the National 
Association for the Preservation 
of the Pacific Ocean. 
Sadie Moonbaum has recently 
presented us with a penetrating 
analysis of current events, entitled 
challengingly, "Is Europe?" which 
will undoubtedly be of interest to 
all. 
The musical will have a treat in 
store when they read "Use of the 
Tambourine in Ancient Lithuanian . 
Folk Music," by Edith Koonfreet 
of the Colorado State Home for 
the Ticklish. 
In conclusion, we recommend to 
all art students "Dance of Death 
and Bible Cuts," by H. Holbein; 
and "Loc Cit," by the great clas-
sical poet Ibid (published by Kar-
toff elbrei Press) . 
McCabe, Gene (Autry) Daly, and 
some unidentified little redheaded 
foot-doctor have been riding 
horses from the local livery stable. 
For membership in this exclusive 
"Horseyset," the following rigid 
requirements are demanded; the 
first ninety-six verses of the "Cow-
boy's Lament" from memory, an 
average of seven bandits with 
every six shots of your shootin-
'airn, and faithful listening to 
"Straight Arrow" every Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday nights .. 
And in closing a word from our 
sponsor, "As you hear the peace-
ful strains of "Red Roses for a 
Blue Lady' ~ why don't you all 
run down and see Joe Chavez 
and Phil Antonelli about getting a 
corsage for the Loretto Prom, to 
which we are sure you have all 
been invited . . 
FU~URE DOCTORS, Dentists, Scientists, Leaders in all walks of life among 
Reg1s Graduates. . 
'i 
SEEING RED 
By BOB PA'ITRIDGE 
' I 
THE red-haired coed next door has made me "see red" ever since I could 
· distinguish colors. Every catty fight, 
·every petty argument and slander of the 
Jlast fell into this same scarlet pattern as 
the phone jangled on an oven-warm sum-
mer afternoon. 
" ' "Hello,"· I snorted. "Oh-it's you 
What snide remark to bless this peaceful 
afternoon ? " · 
·• '.'If you went to S. U.," a voice quipped, 
~·you wouldn't have to rack your brain 
in Summer School." 
I , shot back, "If I went to S. U., I" 
.':\'Ouldn't have to rack my brain, period." 
. .Ten empty seconds, then another thrust: 
"Don't . you think the Catholic Church is 
supporting Franco in Spain?" , 
"Listen, Red Head,'' I cracked, "the 
Qhurch gives support to millions." 
.. . 0~ and on the argument raged, and my 
face flushed at her irritated, contrary at-
. titude, After fifteen minutes of burning 
the wires, I snarled, "Let's settle this battle 
over · a . glass of water at your house-.'' 
"You will find the doors shut," the col-
lege , .fan retorted, "and - the windows 
barred." 
Wham! The receiver dropped from my 
sweaty palm, and somehow found the book. 
Darn that gal! I'm no sucker for her col-
· lection. I'll settle this fishy business-but 
good. 
· I rushed out the door. Burst around the 
corner. Just then I noticed a white cover-
alled carpenter banging his finger on her 
door buzzer. I tried to become part of the 
bark on a willow tree. The door jerked 
open. . A distorted female shrieked, "Go 
home!" The door slammed shut. As I 
rolled on the grass, my madness fled, and 
the laughter roared from my mouth. The 
. door reopened to the shoc-ked carpenter, 
anq :meek apologies were murmur~d by a 
~ubdued ,red head, with complexion to 
match her curls. The carpenter, looking 
]:lammered out, scooted. away. After bound-
i~g . to the door, I was invited in for a 
·coke. .After all, there are advantages even 
in a clammed do~r-and maybe in seeing 
Red. 
"When once the itch of literature comes 
·over a ·man, nothing can cure it but the 
. scratching of a pen."-Samuel Lover. 
* SEVENTY PAR 
By DAN MULHAUSER 
C ROUCHED OVER the steering wheel, Jack was hurling his '38 Chevy into 
· . the onrushing blackness, his foot 
spurring, lunging the car forward. I shrank 
'lower in the seat next to him, wincing as 
.·the c.ar lurched and once again gained 
' spee.d. ' 
· Even · by the dim speedometer light, I 
·'could see we were doing seventy. "Oh, 
Lord, why didn't he go slower! This heap 
is ten years old!" Instinctively I clutched 
my rosary in my sweaty hand, but I was 
too tense to finger the beads. I saw all the 
accidents I'd been in-heard the thunder-
ous, splintering crash of glass and steel. 
The massive dashboard became a dynamic 
·weight to crush my body. My rigid legs, 
taut against the shaking floorboards, 
strained to stop the torture. But faster and 
faster we plunged down the hill. Dark tele-
phone · poles shot past us. The car rattled. 
.. It pounded the· road. 
"For God's sake, slow down!" I finally 
blurted. 
·: When he eased up (lrt the accelerator, I 
·'relaxed for the first time in hours. George, 
all the while sleeping in the back seat, 
made me ashamed of my hate and fear. 
But George hadn't been in that accident 
t'en years ago when I was almost killed. 
Now we were doing a comfortable fifty. 
Then George stirred in the }?ack seat, 
'yawned, and asked lazi)y, "What's the 
· in;,.tter, Jack, why so slow? Let's get 
· there." . 
'Again the car sped and leapt forward. 
'I endured silently, my only recourse the 
_' rosary; I hated the whole conspiracy 
. against me. 
LITERARY SUPPLEMENT 
...................................................................................................... 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
.A .!Rosary of Days and _Nights 
May is a rosary ot days and nights, 
Mary, told tor you around the circuit 
Of a C?'ib, a C1'oss, and r esurrection. 
May is the sun upon conceiving earth, 
Ma1·y, tor g1·een, green is the grass 
That blows before a hollow stable; green 
The gmss that lies like smoke upon a burning 
Golgotha; green t•he grass that rises sweetly 
To greet the Spring light of an empty tomb. 
-Raymond A. Hutchinson 
............................................................................................................................................................ 
Objectively Speaking 
By STEWART F. SHANK 
n 
CAN'T remember just when the small 
demon sneaked inside me and planted 
his nats~ little obsession, but neverthe-
less it's there-! dislike relatives. Some-
how it seems that I have been cursed from 
my earliest memory, having for brothers 
and sisters the dangdest bunch of moochers 
and chiselers that have ever weighted dOWil 
the branches of an already overburdened 
family tree. 
The two spineless males that call them-
selves my brothers, in their ungentle and 
uncouth fashion, at every unwelcome meet-
ing try to separate me from my pocket-
book. _ My last lonely dollar bill they try 
whittling away by cutting verbal attacks, 
or by painless extraction method, using 
soft, soothing, opiated words that will lull 
me into unsuspiciously lending them an-
other "buck or· two" until payday. 
The girls wouldn't think of such uncouth 
dealings. But they aren't . any better. 
Swooping down for a week-end these Jeze-
bels are still around at the end of two 
months. My nerves are as ragged as the 
end of a frayed rope; all my scotch they've 
used as bait tp snare new boy friends: 
Chow! The army never had any two starv-
ing buck privates that could stow away 
as many groceries as these two repre-
sentatives of the weaker sex. Oh well! 
I don't mind all this so much, but when 
these sleek sirens start abusing my charge 
accounts to replenish their already over-
burdened wardrobes, and then try to start 
a fight between the wife and the head man 
by blaming their treasury size debts on my 
honey, that is carrying things just a little 
too far . 
Really, I didn't do anything that should 
have insulted them to make them leave, 
believe me. Well, maybe I was a little 
hasty. When they were down town Satur-
day morning I had my wife pack all their 
clothing. I quickly and quietly set their 
luggage out on the front porch, and subtly 
attached a little note: "Have been called 
to the western end of the state. I really 
am sorry that you could make such a short 
visit, but why in HELL don't you go home 
where you belong.-Your loving Brother, 
Stew." They really shouldn't have taken 
Battle of the Budge 
By JAMES T. REGAN 
M y FAVORITE dislike is not unique; rather it is probably the most uni-
'(ersal aversion of the human race 
-getting up in the morning. The dough-
boy's lament-"Some day I'm going to 
murder the bugler"-echoes the suppressed 
desire of every man the world over . 
I can't remem'!Jer exactly when I first 
fought the "Battle of the 'Budge·• " (al-
though I suspect that was what those ini~ 
tial squalls at birth were all about!) . But, 
as I recall, my early childhood risings were 
relatively free of conflict, probably because 
at that time morning sleep meant m erely 
renewed bouts with some dragon of the 
night, while outside the bright new sun 
beckoned, "Come out, come out, come out 
and play." As I grew older, howeve·r, the 
risk of resuming the struggle with fantasy 
lost some of its horror, and the siren call 
of the out-of-doors some of its appeal. The 
early morning air now seemed cold and 
uninviting, the soft, sympathetic sheets 
cozy and warm. 
Oddly enough, the first instance I can 
recall of my balking at getting up-at sum-
mer camp when I was twelve-involved the 
mucP.-maligned bugle. The sudden, shrill 
blasts of that torturous trumpet shatter-
ing the peaceful silence of the early dawn 
were enough to make the sensitive (and 
slightly lazy) soul of anyone rebel! And 
rebel I did, and have continued to do so 
each morning since, at the infernal instru-
ments which shock us into consciousness. 
At this unholy hour bells clang louder, 
horns blare harsher, and whistles shriek 
the shrillest discord--or so it seems to me! 
Isn't it always at the very peak of a 
pleasant dream or at what seems the very 
first moment of real sleep, that the little 
demon inside the clock sets off his deaf-
ening racket? If it would only start out 
quietly, and swell to its maximum grad-
ually. But no-it explodes with the clatter 
of a kettledrum, rocking and rolling from 
wall to wall. Wildly, frantically, my fail-
ing arms stab out at the clanging pest. 
"Ouch! . . . ugh! . . . Where the blazes! 
. . . there! . . ahhhhhh.... With a grateful 
sigh of relief, my head slips back into the 
To Fr. E. A. Stauffen, S.J., whose inva.luable work as guest mod- '11 
q) erator has made this literary supplement possible, the editors of the ~ 
ll Brown and Gold make sincere and grateful acknowledgment. .11 
this as an insult. I'm always kidding 
around--or am I? 
Anyhow, I'll bet we won't be bothered 
again by these two parasites for a long 
time, and the word will spread like wild-
fire, so that the rest of the relatives will lay 
off too. Now just to live in peace and quiet; 
just sleep late in the mornings; :dothing to 
worry about-that's my life from now on. 
What's that? It can't be the door bell; I 
disconnected that yesterday. The tele· 
phone? Yes, didn't have time to get that 
taken out today. O.K.-O.K. I'm coming-
Stop that ringing! 
"Hello?" 
"Hello ? -You say this is George ? -
George who ?-My brother George!-! don't 
even have a brother George!- Want to 
argue about it ?-You don't, huh!-G'nite--
Some drunk playing a joke-a hideous 
joke." 
Well, back to bed. Have to have that 
damn telephone taken out the first thing 
in the morning. I'm so sleepy. Just one 
good night's sleep will put me on my feet 
again. Only two A.M. Must get some 
sleep-so sleepy-so tired out-bushed-
must get some sleep-slee-ZZZZZ. · 
luxurious y alley of my pillow. I yank the 
blankets close above my neck to keep out 
tl'le sharp, cold morning air. One partially 
opened eye glances warily at the fog-
shrouded window. What a day to sleep! 
What a crime to leave this snug nest for 
that bleak, gray world outside! 
But you must get up! You must! Thus 
seething with conflict, my embattled frame 
staggers to the bathroom where the one 
thing capable of quelling this strife waits 
-water. So, forward! Budge! 
--~+·---
"But bare of laurel, they live, dream, and 
die; 
For Poesy alone can tell her dreams, 
With the fine spell of words alone can save 
Imagination from the sable chain 
And dumb enchantment. Who alive can say 
'Thou art no Poet-mayst not tell thy 
dreams?' 
Since every man whose soul is not a clod 
Hath visions, and would speak. if he had 
loved, 
And been well nurtured in his mother 
tongue. 
Keats, The Fall of Hyperion, I 7-15 .. 
1-A 
FATHERLESS 
By JOHN J. O'HAYRE 
MISS Julie Brown had been back from the delivery room barely long enough for the sweet, sickening 
smell of ether coming from her languid 
body to pollute the room. After vomiting 
the putrid green fluid, her head oleared 
and her limp figure moved enough to ruffle 
slightly the fresh bed clot hes. Sister Clara 
methodically injected a needle in her skinny 
arm, then leaned over a nd whispered, 
"There now, Miss Brown, that needle didn' t 
hurt too much, did it?" Rubbing the punc-
ture, she continued, "it stings a little, I 
know, but it will make you sleep. And 
then-" 
"Sister-" Miss Brown called-her voice 
was tiny and hollow- "Sister ... I wonder, 
Sister, if . . . well-" 
"Yes, Miss Brown ? What do you won-
der?" 
Julie feebly t ried to t urn her head t o-
ward Sister, and a soft russet curl t rem-
bled a little, and then r ested just above 
her sad, brown eyes. "I wonder, Sister, 
if they'd let me see my baby . .. just once 
couldn't hurt . . . and s eein' h er'd m ake 
me feel like . . . well, m aybe like I a in't 
all bad. D 'ya s 'pose . . . ?" 
"But, Miss Brown-" 
"Yes, I know, I promised . . . but I ha ted 
my baby then ... but, now- " 
"Yes, Julie,'' Sister's voice was sweet 
and understanding, "now it's different ... 
and that's the way God wants it. But, 
you'll have to wait awhile, for t hey haven't 
even had time to clean her up yet . It t akes 
such a long time with babies, you k now." 
'.'Time ? Oh, yes . . . of course . . . yes, 
you'r e right, Sister-" Julie's ey es were 
closed now, and sparkling beads of sweat 
hung about the roots of her soft hair, and 
then trickled crazily across her for ehead, 
down h er face and into the pillow . "You're · 
very right, Sister , babies do take sucb. ...a 
long time .. . and babies without fathers 
take so much longer-so very m uch longer 
. . . but, like you said, Sister, that's the 
way God wants it." Then J ulie slept , and 
the corner of her m elancholy mouth turned 
up into a half smile. 
~ 
THE BIG HEIST 
By JOHN REDDICK 
fil']l"ilERRY was cold. H e's been standu;_g J1 in the alley f or only a f ew minutes, 
but when it's November an d the wind 
starts blowing, it takes either an idiot or 
corpse to deny h e's cold. 
"Hey, Terry, k eep awake, it'll be here 
any moment now.' ' 
"OK, OK, you watch your end, I'll take 
care of mine." Ter ry answered his pal, 
·~Bilge," and h e looked at t he cheap watch 
his mother had given him on his s ixteent h 
birthday, last summer. 
"Six-for ty,'' he muttered, "still ten min-
utes to go, unless this watch has s topped 
again." 
As he went on to examine his watch his 
thoughts wandered. There'd be no more 
cheap junk on the arm of Mr. T erry Walsh. 
.. . He'd walk down the street with some 
really olassy doll on his arm. He'd make 
twice the splash Nick Brogen or Blackie 
Carson did when he walked through their 
end of town. He'd _show 'em all . ... And 
these punk kids, they didn't have the sense 
God gave a hub-cap, except for Joey . . . 
pretty smart boy Joey, he'd make a sort 
of a lieutenant out of him, someone to 
keep his boys in line. He pictured himself 
decked out in some really classy, expensive 
clothes, like the big guns over on Case 
Avenue wore, only better. • 
"Mustn't foul up tonight," he warned 
himself. "It only takes brains and guts to 
get clear out of alleys like this and up 
on top ... on Case Avenue. This load 
should gross two grand ... TWO THOU-
SAND DOLLARS !-enough to buy a half 
dozen of almost anything. Of course his 
cut would be less than a fifth, but this 
was just the beginning . . . his debut, he 
thought with a smile. 
Just then the lights of the beer truck 
filled the other end of the alley. Terry 
pressed closer into the doorway, and took 
out the "32" he'd taken off a "spick" in 
(Continued on Page 2-A) 
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Call of the Wild 
By WILLIAM D. O'HARA 
0 N OUR Colorado highways thumbing (or bumming, if you prefer) is against the law; but on these warm, 
sunny days the mountains send out an 
irresistible call not just to look at them 
from a distance, but to come over and 
visit them. Since our only means of trans-
portation is restricted to tracks or wires, 
and because we don't have the days, weeks, 
or months necessary to go on foot, our so-
journs among the neighboring giants are 
provided by those wonderful people who 
are willing to share their automobiles with 
those of us who will gladly stand for a 
long time at the side of the road and risk 
clashing with the law for a chance to ans-
wer the "call." 
A short time ago another fellow and my-
self started walking toward a town situ-
ated at the foot of our tempting friends. 
Our bones, still shivering from the cold of 
a long winter, were beginning to thaw out 
in the warmth that poured down from the 
sky. Our whole beings seemed to respond 
to that warmth which started with an 
inner glow and seemed to work its way out 
of every pore until we simulatneously burst 
into song, which, oddly and fittingly 
enough, I was, "When Irish Eyes Are Smil-
ing"-what else, his name being Flynn and 
mine O'Hara. 
· Our steps quickened to keep in rhythm 
with the song, and just as we reached the 
last line, "Sure t'would steal your heart 
away," (although Lord help any heart that 
was to be stolen away by those voices) a 
rickety small truck stopped beside us and 
a gracious gentleman (anyone who gives 
you a ride is a gracious gentleman or gen-
tlewoman) told us to hop in and asked us 
where we were going. We replied, "Well, 
where are you going?" 
He mumbled something about Evergreen, 
so we answered: 
"That's it, we'll go too." 
If he had said Grand Lake or Estes Park, 
we would have ended up there. 
Then began another interesting part of 
t his ille·gal thumbing, meeting people. 
You'd be surprised how much you can learn 
about a person in the course of a half an 
hour or more. One of the reasons he or 
they pick you up, besides generosity, is the 
desire to have someone to talk to. After 
-all you can't. answer the radio back. All 
you can do is "cuss" at it; but a couple of 
perfect strangers, because of the ride, will 
be glad to listen to your troubles. 
Well, this fellow was different; he· didn't 
have any troubles. He simply sat there 
driving at an even fifty, looking out the 
window, apparently oblivious of the road. 
He was like the old milk route driver who 
dropped the reins, knowing full well that 
his horse would stay on the route and make 
the necessary stops along the way. I was 
glad he didn't feel like talking. Listening 
to how his wife almost clubbed him to 
death would have been boring on that glor-
ious day. So we· just sat there enjoying the 
scenery and wondering how he kept the 
truck on the road. Then all of a sudden, 
and out of a clear sky, water splashed 
across the windshield. I was so surprised 
that I jumped and looked at our chauffeur, 
but he was calmly ignoring the fact that 
his radiator was "making like Old Faith-
ful." 
"Does that all the time," he said without 
turning his head. With that he lazily 
turned on the windshield wiper and stepped 
on the gas a little more. And we ex-
pecting the darn crate to blow up any 
minute! But it didn't; it just kept on spit-
ting water mixed with steam until we 
OKOB.OJI WAVES 
By DICK ABTS 
OUR COTTAGE stood only a stone's cast from the crystal blue water of Lake Okoboji, whose waves were 
music for us year in and year out. Yet there 
were calm d a y s, too, when there 
was not a ripple on the water, the Lake 
appeared one solid surface of glass. Usu-
ally, however, loud roar of waves up-
on the beach prevailed over the soft 
sibilance of people at rest; but late 
at night, when the water had calmed 
down after the sunset, the tranquility had 
something weird in it, almost like the 
emptiness of endless desert sands. 
It was in all ways a place which I 
dreaded to leave before the eary fall. True, 
with company of other boys, it was wen, 
during the first week of September, to 
pack and prepare for the· journey back to 
school; better, even, to attend the many 
farewell parties. These gay goodbyes 
helped brace me for the coming change in 
my daily routine-a too-sudden change to 
prosaic books and jingling bells. 
But, each welcome June, to me the ex-
hausted student, the angry roar of the 
waves upon the rocky, high, lake banks, 
the spraying splash upon the old weather-
beaten docks, the calm, moonlit, glassy 
evenings spent upon the lake, the jolting 
and shaking of the sailboats, all held a 
promise of renewed and lasting love. What 
though in June I sometimes imagine that 
people, against all reason and experience, 
were in all likelihood waiting their chance 
to grab me for a job ana put me to work. 
Did they care nothing, probably, about the 
fact that, after nine months 'of monoton-
ous, steady, mental toil, I was completely 
exhausted and in much need of a rest? 
Yet I could always escape, eagerly, to beau-
tiful Lake Okoboji,-and its welcome waves. 
reached a level spot, when it stopped and 
"Joe excitable" turned the windshield wiper 
off. 
Thus still marveling at our means of 
conveyance, we :{>Urred into the little town 
of Evergreen where we bade our driver a 
nervous goodbye and headed for the lake, 
chuckling as we went. 
Once at the lake we saw why the moun-
tains had called to us. What a magnificent 
spot! They formed a backdrop for the per-
fectly calm water. The peaks· were re-
flected so marvelously that it see~d as 
though we were seeing two of each instead 
of one. Little puffs of clouds sneaked up 
over nature's skyscrapers and in the re-
flection seemed to dissolve in the water. 
The only sound was the sibilant water 
slipping over the dam a short distance 
away from us. Not a breeze stirred to 
make even gently lapping waves. 
Here a different feeling pervaded us. We 
didn't feel like singing, we just wanted to 
sit and be soothed by the peaceful beauty. 
Sort of an overwhelming case of spring 
fever-a feeling of relaxation, as we · 
watched clouds pass between the sun and 
the mountains, causing shadows to "scoot" 
across the tops of the tall pine trees and 
disappear in the dark green softness. When 
it was time to leave we talked quietly, al-
most crept away, for fear of marring the 
almost hypnotic beauty. 
Back to the highway again and the rush-
ing waters of Bear Creek which wound 
alongside the road. The peace and quiet of 
the lake were shattered, but the nervous 
energy of the stream seemed to liven our 
steps as we walked down the winding can-
yon. We hopped over the wire fence to the 
creek, to run alongside its foaming waters 
and to feel the coolness that rises fro_!n 
,~~=================================~ 
])outh Ln _Metaphor 
What is youth? This age, not an age, but an emotion. 
Sometimes it seems no mor-e than a vast .heartbeat, 
Made sweet and dear with the pain of its own excess. 
It may be a season out of life's twelve months-
But no particular time, no special climate-
Simply a season of leaves that die like tears, 
Of flowers that bloom more b1'iefly than laughter, 
Of dawns, as insignificant as blushes, 
Blowing across a tenderness of sky. 
Youth is the sand and the wind that leave 
A handful of memory and · a simple thi1·st 
Within the palms and hearts of those 
Who would no longer kiss their lips to darkness. 
Or youth is love tJtat looks upon itself 
In a mirror clouded with a warmth of blin.dness, 
And sees only the deceptive fever of- its own regTet. 
Pm·haps it is simply an idea that walks with wo1·ds 
Across the various garden of a mind, 
And falls silently into the spring of a welcome hem·t, 
.Perhaps to drink, perhaps to drown quietly. 
._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._R.o•y•m•o•n•d.-A•.•H._ut•c•h•in•s•on._._.__.~~ 
THE BIG HEIST 
(Continued from Page 1·A) 
a gang fight over on Fifth Street ... almost 
a year ago, he thought to himself. 
What if something went wrong? The 
thought that it might shocked him into 
a presence of mind he'd never experienced 
before. If it does, he thought, I'll just 
stand here and let him go by .... It c·an't 
go wrong now, it just can't! 
Now the truck was almost abreast of 
him, and it stopped for Bilge, who saun-
tered across the alleyway in front of it. 
Terry hopped on the running board, poked 
his gun in the driver's face, and said in 
the coolest, toughest voice he could muster: 
"This is a heist, Jack, the ride's over, 
c'mon get out." The driver looked startled 
for a moment, and hesitated, then as Terry 
jerked open the door of the cab, the driver 
came to life, and said: 
"All right, fella, don't get hot, I'm no 
hero." He got out, and Terry motioned 
him up the alley with the gun. When they 
reached a space between _ two buildings, 
Terry let him have the barrel of the gun 
just over his left ear. The driver slumped 
and Terry guided his fall to a~ comfortable 
position against a big ash-can, and hurried 
back tp the truck. Bilge was sitting at 
the wheel. 
"Terry!" he exclaimed, "thought you'd 
never get back .... Have any trouble?" 
"Naw, it was a push-over. Let's get out 
of here." 
The traffic ~s still pretty heavy, so 
Bilge drove slowly in spite of Terry's tacit 
urging. In ten minutes they were in the 
warehouse district, the traffic had thinned, 
and Bilge broke the silence. 
"What are you going to do with your 
cut, Terry?" 
"Spend it." 
MIDNIGHT OIL 
SLOUCHED OVER my desk, I am wearily writing this English assign-ment as the hands on the droning ele·c-
tric clock meet at their midnight rendez-
vous. Only an occasional muffled siren or 
distant auto horn meddles in the foggy 
mental process I try to sustain. In the dead 
· quiet, even the scratching of my pen grates 
upon "shot" nerves. Stuffy air weighs down 
on my eyelids, almost closing them and 
forcing me to furrow my hot forehead. 
The drowsiness seeps into my limp arms 
and pervades my slumped body. An ex-
hausted yawn, and I think, "What's the· 
use?" 
Alternately propping up a stubbled chin, 
or rubbing a warm forehead or greasy hair, 
my left hand is as busy as my right, trudg-
ing through the monotonous scribblings. 
Indirectly lighted from my desk lamp, the 
walls of my room fade off into blackness 
at the corners and ceiling but leave even 
the flat, white areas soft and hazy through 
bleary eyes. The downy bed invites my 
tired frame from this hard chair. I think 
I'll just lie down for a minute and rest. 
"Wisdom is both the foundation and 
fount of good writing."-Horace, De Arte 
Poetica, 309. 
streams and chills you at first like a win-
ter breeze. Then not content with that, we 
took off our shoes and tried to walk in the 
inviting turbulence. But it was so cold we 
jumped out onto the rocks as quickly as 
Wf! could, our feet throbbing with the pain 
that seemed to paralyze us from the knees 
down. Despite the cold the tingling felt 
good and revived us for more walking un-
til we would get another ride. 
Fortunately we didn't have to walk too 
long before a huge Cadillac lost about two 
inches of tire in the process of stopping. 
After the dust disappeared and we climbed 
back onto the road, the fellow behind the 
wheel said he would take us into the city. 
We were lucky again. There was a pair 
of skiis in the back seat, along with the 
other paraphernalia that goes with that 
sport, but our new chauffeur said they 
were sorry they didn't bring along any 
water wings. "They" included a tall blond 
at his side who set the tone for the ride 
down by saying, "Let's be SOP.histicated,'! 
and promptly shoved her feet out the win-
dow. 
We settled back in the plush comfort of 
a new car and thought of "Old Faithful" 
in which we had started our little jaunt. 
Nothing like riding in comfort if you are 
going to ride at all. The scenery flew by 
us as we seemingly,"swooped" around hair-
pin curves, but we didn't care; we had ans-
wered the "call" and had fortunately 
avoided the law. 
"Yeah, I know, but on what ... or who?" 
he added with a smile. · 
"Yeah," Terry reiterated tiloughtfully, "I 
don't know-buy some clothe:;~, maybe a 
car. One thing's for sure, I'm going to get 
a decent rod, one I don't have to be 
ashamed of." Terry fingered the battered 
"32" in his pocket. "Right now I want to 
unload this stuff and get as far away ;S,.S 
I can." · 
"Well, here's your big chance, I'll. watch 
you," Bilge said, as he wheeled the big 
truck up the ramp and into the garage 
where the gang had arranged to meet and. 
unload the truck, before taking it up town 
where it could be "found" conveniently. 
Joey expressed genuine relief on .their 
arrival. 
"Right on schedule, nice going guys,'' ' he 
yelled, and turned to the other two of tl\e 
gang, who stood directing Bilge while he 
backed the truck to the far end of the 
garage. "Ok, guys, let's get on ·it, they"ll 
be looking for this heap in less than an 
hour." · 
The gang crowded around while Joey 
and Terry pried on the tail doors with a 
section of pipe. When the latch broke 
Terry was inside, and throwing cases be-
fore it hit the floor. Each one he passed 
down to the others seemed to ring up $4.00· 
in his brain. . . . Almost at once, everyone 
stopped, they all looked ·up at Terry. His 
face was grim as he lifted a case, raised 
it over his head, and threw it violently to 
the floor of the garage. 
"CRASH" it sounded, 'and a · spray of 
glass tinkled out of a broken end in the 
carton . . . that was all, no foam . . . noth-
ing else. Terry's face twisted. "Joey!" · lie 
screamed, "you set this up ... you son of 
a . . . He stopped short and dropped limply 
on the pile of cases. 
"This is the Big-Time," he said inaudibly. 
"This was the Big Heist." And his 'eyes 
filled with tears. 
"The life of man without literature . is 
death." -Cicero. 
"Of all. those arts in which the Wise excel, 
Nature's chief masterpiece is writing well." 
-John Sheffield, Essay on Poetry. 
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Going Up or-Down 
By BAYARD YOUNG 
EVER SINCE that Christmas holiday season of 1946, while shopping down-town in the department stores, I use 
the stairs or the escalator. But sometimes 
I think myself silly or cowardly, and then 
I step reluctantly into the elevator. When 
the pilot sings, "Going up," in her last-
call to~of voice, slamming shut her cage 
door, 1 clench my fists till my knuckles 
whiten and I grit my teeth. A few floors 
up, I step out, relax my tight muscles, and 
through pursed lips release a mild whistle 
of relief. 
Of course I am reminded of that elevator 
ride in December, 1946. At that time .I 
worked in one of the . well-known depart-
ment stores. Bound for the sixth-floor 
lunch room, I entered a car jammed with 
Christmas shoppers. On the way up I 
listened to the girl call out the floors. "Out 
on two," she would say. "Out on four." ... 
Finally, "Sixth floor," she· announced. But 
suddenly she squealed, flinging a protect-
ing arm before her eyes. "Sit tight, every 
one. It'll be all right," ordered a masculine 
voice. What was wrong? The fourth floor 
streaked by. We were dropping .... three 
... two .. one Crash! My legs buckled 
as if struck by lightning Glass splintered. 
I was dazed, but could make out a muddled 
assortment of human forms groping on 
the floor. Only one woman seemed to be 
hurt. We were lodged at the· bottom of the 
shaft, three feet below the basement floor. 
Someone opened the door from the top to 
help us escape. 
That time my nerves turned topsy-tu~y, 
but I hadn't lost my courage entirely. It 
was only two days ·later that I perched on 
a dolly, watching from the fourth floor 
the grinding mechanism of the slow freight 
elevator. "On six," I hollered impatieriu;y. 
I'd waited twenty or more minutes to bring 
a load of sheets to the linen department 
in the basement. Screening the opening to 
the· shaft, was one of those collapsible 
gates made of iron strips intercrossing in 
a diamond-shaped pattern. The gate 
opened and folded like a carpenter's rule. 
Muttering an oath, I rose from the dolly 
and stood before the foreboding shaft. 
"Hey, on six,'' I bellowed, pausing two· or 
three seconds to listen to the return echo. 
I lifted my head. Just then the two-ton 
concrete floor of the freight elevator 
skimmed my nose on the way doWn . . In 
another second that elevator would. have 
mashed by head like a Halloween pumpkin. 
I cringed back, my features in a· contorted 
grimace, and muttered 'prayerfully, "My 
God! My God!" . ·. · 
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Noll Stops D.U. 
The Regis Rangers turned the 
tables on Denver University's Pio-
neers April 30th at Bear Stadium 
and squeezed out a 12 to 11 vic-
tory. The win squared the two-
game series between the two 
teams after DU won Friday's 
game 13 to 0. 
In witi.ning the Rangers staved 
off a furious ninth-inning rally by 
the Pioneers who pushed across 
four runs before they were 
stopped. Denver jumped to a 5 
to 0 lead with three runs in the 
first inning and two in the second 
but the Rangers took over with 
six in the third. They added three 
each in the fifth and sixth and 
seemed to have the game sewed 
up until DU broke loose in the 
ninth. 
Kenny Gartrell came in with 
none out in the ninth and three 
runs in and managed to retire the 
side with only one more run scor-
ing. 
The box score: 
REGIS 
Players ab h po 
Burns - - 6 1 3 
R<lBSL -- 6 2 1 
VIllano _ _ 4 1 3 
D. U. 
a Players ab h po a ()I Powell __ S 0 1 1 () Craig _ __ 1 1 0 0 
2 West _ __ 6 1 0 2 
Villano Homers 
The Regis baseball Rangers took 
a solid 7-3 setback Tuesday after-
noon, May 3rd, at the hands of 
the Colorado College Tigers in 
Colorado Springs. 
Ken Gatrell, star moundsman 
for the Rangers, took the loss to 
the tune of 13 hits; Reuben Cha-
vez pitched the win for the Tigers. 
With the exception of Paul Vil-
lano's two-run homer in the ninth 
itming, the Ranger run-down in 
the hitting department was not 
good. Gartrell, Vince Rossi, and 
Jerry Coursey got the only other 
hits for the Northmen. 
Tigers Merle Bouchard and Jack 
Bale each blasted the ball for four 
bases. 
K ilpatrick 
- 5 1 1 1 Nelson - 3 0 
B axter _5 2 8 Z Cramer -3 1 
Labriola 
- 5 1 0 2 Lott --- 2 0 
Coursey _a 0 3 0 Rein 
--3 1 
Cl!lota _ 5 2 8 3 Lee --- 2 1 
H all __ 3 2 0 2 Ryan __ 1 0 
Gartrell 
-- 0 0 0 0 Glrtln _ _ 2 0 
Gills __ 2 0 
Duvall __ 2 0 
Yates __ 4 1 
Garland _ 2 0 
McNeiiJs _ 1 0 
Johnson 
-- 2 0 
42 12 27 12 41 12 27 7 
eiJ~J1.1L, ~' 
Baseball Can't Stop Cupid 
Larry Varnell added a new 
chapter to his book, "The Woes of 
a Wayside Coach shortly before 
the Rangers were to play Fort 
Francis E. Warren. Ken Gartrell 
phoned to tell him that he could 
not make the trip. He was being 
married to Miss Margie Lee 
Brooks of Junction City, Kansas, 
whom he met on his baseball 
jaunt in Kansas last summer. 
To make matters worse John 
Kilpatrick, Regis second baseman 
failed to make the trip. He stayed 
behind to- be the best man. Con-
gratulations to the newly weds, 
and large crocodile tears for Larry 
Lee. 
The soldiers from Fort Warren 
snuffed out a ninth inning rally 
to turn back the Rangers 7 to 6 
in the Soldiers baseball opener 
today. 
Regis was trailing 4 to 7 going 
into the ninth. A spirited rally 
produced two runs. Joe Regen, 
the first of three Fort Warren 
hurlers, was the winning pitcher, 
George Minot was charged with 
the loss. ..-....,_ 
Refreshment And Movies 
Go Han.d-In-Hand 
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Rangers Beat Mines 
The Regis College golf team, T · h · h h d 
showing much improved form did . wo runs m t e e1g t an another pair in the ninth 
defeat Colorado College Tigers gave the Regis College baseball Rangers an 8-5 win over 
Saturday, April 30, 1949. After 18 Colorado School of Mines Tuesday, April 5th, in Golden. 
holes the score stood at 22 to 5. Vince Rossi, Ranger outfielder, drove out a home run 
The tennis team has played a double, and a single for the visitors, and Bill Arnold 
Colorado College once, Colorado Mines catcher, <!.elivered the only -
School of Mines, twice. The net- triple of the afternoon. l .L • l t/ 11.m 
men were defeated by the Miners Ken Gartrell was the big man OliT/OiO on rlliORO 
6 to 3 and 8 to t o. In the games for Regis, going the distance and D t B 
with the Tigers from the Springs allowing 11 hits. Hurley Pepper 1:10 'S 00m 
the Ranger netmen lost 8 to 1, also held the mound for nine in- Augie Carter limited Regis to 
with Leo Connell providing the nings, but the hurling Hurley let seven scattered singles yesterday 
sole Regis tally. seven men reach first base on April 29, as Denver University's 
The minor sports news finds the balls. Pioneers blanketed the Rangers 
wrestling team working out regu- 13 to 0 at Bears stadium in the 
larly in the college gym with thee Students L·n Sprt"ng opener of the two games series. 
hope that the two sports may b Carter, who whiffed the nine 
added to the competitive college By ARTHUR GAINES also cracked two singles and a 
picture by next season. Bear along, Gentlemen, for I double in five trips at bat and 
Openings for 
Graduates 
now say that the greatest enemy drove in three runs. The pioneers 
of college students is not the polled 15 hits off of Kenny Gar 
teaching faculty but spring. Not trell, George Minot and Lou Hall 
that my statement has metaphysi- scoring in every inning after the 
cal certainty or anything of the second. 
sort. It is true in a general, "Skip" Hallinan, Regis catcher 
The next few years will see loose, or average sense. I repeat: suffered a split finger and wa s 
an increased demand for college the greatest enemy of college stu- forced to take the sidelines in 
graduates in the fieldp of medi- dents is not the teaching faculty the fourth. Teke Aliota took over 
cine, psychology, kindergarten and but spring. the receiving chores. 
elementary school teaching and Students go to higher places of Players D •• ~ · h po a P layersRE~~s h po a 
certain phases of electricity. education to become educated. Ob- c urry -- 4 2 5 2 Burns __ 4 1 4 3 
At the same time, competition servation may or may not bear c raig -- 5 1 1 1 Rossi -- 4 1 1 o West 6 2 1 0 Vllleno _ i, 3 1 5 
will grow keener for positions in this out. Nevertheless we main- Nelson - 6 1 8 o Baxter _ 3 o 12 o 
the fields of engineering, chemis- tain education is a wonderous ~;:,n -= ! ~ 1~ ~ ~~~~:~;a = ! ~ ~ ~ 
try, pharmacy, law and personnel thing. All around us we see its Duval! -- 4 3 o o Capra __ 2 o o o 
relations. fruits. By fruits I do not mean 6::~:r -== ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:~~~~ -= ~ ~ ~ ~ 
These conclusions were con- peaches, apples, and plums. In Alioto -- 2 o 3 o 
tained in a study prepared for the this paper I refer to such educa- ~~;;trl;;k-:: ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Veterans Administration by the tiona! fruits or offspring as an Hall __ o o o o 
Occupational Outlook s e r vi c e, abiding love for the dramas of 40 15 27 9 81 7 27 15 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U. s Aaschylus, a solemn respect for 
Department of Labor. H. G. Wells' Outline of History, 
The study is being used by VA the sweet awe inspired by Dr. 
advisement and guidance officers Boscoe's great work on social 
as an aid in counseling disabled mores in the Cenozoic Age. A Pes-
veterans planning to take educa- teriori we see that the offspring of 
tional and training courses. education are different from other 
The nation's demand for health such fruit. They cannot be eaten. 
service is outstripping the supply In saying that spring is a 
of newly graduated doctors and greater detriment to true educa-
dentists, the report said. It esti- tion than teachers we immediately 
mated that "about two-thirds of see that some conclusions must 
this year's 5,543 m~dical gradu- first be inferred about teachers. 
ates (from schools accredited by For years debates have surged 
the American Medical Associa- from campus to campus, trading 
tion) and all of the 1,515 dental on footnotes, confounding meta-
graduates will be needed to re- physicians, terrorizing phycholo-
place the physicians and dentists gists. Are teachers necessary? 
lost to the field annually because Is it psychologically, physiologi-
of death or retirement." cally possible for the human 
a different state, were polled. 
Only average students were ap-
proached, those who sneered at 
convertibles and wore red socks 
to the b i o 1 o g y laboratories. 
Ninety-nine out of a hundred said 
they did not know. 
A close analysis of these f ig-
ures shows that stude:J\ts need 
teachers in inverse ratio t o the 
yearly growth of Colorado cotton-
wood. 
Tus, Gentlemen, we see that the 
student body of today must always 
have a t eacher, for he would 
never be capable of opening-and 
much less reading-a book on a 
pertinent subject unless he had 
first taken a course in it. And, 
secondly, we see that spring is a 
trying season to youth ; fo r work, 
alas, remains through winter does 
not. 
As a result, only a small ex- animal to stay home without a 
pansion of the country's medical teacher, burn a gas or electric 
staff will be possible. light, and read a book.? One hun-
Although a record number of dred different universities, each in 
bachelor's degrees were awarded 
.
· -~in psychology during the past aca- -demic year, there still is a need 
for well-trained persons in this 
field, the study disclosed. How- /) /_ -.n .C tZ.d. /) n -I. ,0.• 0 /i a. ·-... • 
ever, the shortage of training fa- (,.I'W.U~· f.,.v',UL, 'f-' f.A./li'T~ 
cilities will prevent many of those The Aquinas Academy, Regis' recently-formed philos-
with bachelors' degrees from en- ophy club, has adopted the coat of arms of St. Thomas' fa -
tering graduate school. · 
"Over the next io years nearly ther, Count Aquino, as their emblem. The picture of the 
1,000,000 teachers must be trained coat of arms was obtained from the Library of Congress 
if the educational goals recom- through· the efforts of Sam Kennedy, president of the club. 
mended by leaders in the profes- "Virtutae" was the subject of 
sion are to be met,'' the report the paper presented by Al Mar-
said. Greatest needs will be for ranzino to the group at the last 
kindergarten a n d elementary meeting. The presentation of this 
teachers. subject was an attempt to explain 
The report predicted a "moder- the virtual presence of elements in 
ate increase" in employment in a compound. At each weekly meet-
the electric utility industry over ing a member of the academy pre-
the next decade. The increase sents a paper on a subject in the 
will be reflected in openings for scope of philosophy. 
over 1,000 electrical engineers to 
help plan, install and operate new 
facilities. 
In many electrical utility occu-
pations-for college graduates and 
non graduates alike-"there will 
be more openings to replace work-
ers leaving the occupation . 
than there will be new jobs,'' the 
study said. 
It added that the development 
of atomic energy power plants to 
produce electricity "is not expec-
ted to :pave much influence on the 
industry during the next 10 to 20 
years. Even when such plants 
come into regular operation they 
are not expected to have much 
effect on employment in the in-
dustry, since they involve pri-
marily a substitution of atomic 
fuel for coal and other fuels. 
Despite employment opportuni-
ties in electrical engineering, 
graduates in engineering generally 
will find "stiffer competition" for 
jobs, the study said. Over 35,000 
engineers are expected to graduate 
in 1949, and close to 50,000 will re-
ceive bachelors' degrees in 1950. 
"This tremendous volume of 
young engineers is many times the 
7,000 or so needed to replace 
older engineers, dropping out of 
the profession annually,'' the re-
port · stated. "Although the en-
gineering profession has been ex-
panding rapidly over the past 
several decades and will probably 
continue to grow, the rate of 
growth is slowing down." 
The . report also predicted "in-
creasing competition" for jobs 
among chemists with only bach-
elors' degrees, although "those 
with advanced degrees will have 
better opportunities." 
Pharmacy graduates, it said, 
still are in "strong demand" this 
year, but larger graduating classes 
are in prospect for the next sev-
eral years, with the number of 
bachelors' degrees granted in 1950 
perhaps doubling the 1948 total 
of 1,975. 
The Greek word meaning "truth" 
adorns the new membership keys 
ordered by the club. 
During the first quarter of the 
semester, Dr. Yves Simon, political 
philosopher and formerly a mem-
ber of the faculty of · Notre Dame 
and presently at the University 
of Chicago, lectured to the group 
on "Liberum arbitrium" (freedom 
of choice and judgment). 
Other officers of the .group in-
clude Dan Mulllauser, How.ard 
Curtis, Paul Basford, and Art 
Gaines, who are vice president, 
secretary-treasurer, student coun-
cil representative, and alternate, 
respectively. 
Christian L. Bonnet, S.J., is the 
group's faculty moderator. 
RARE OPPORTUNITY! 
STUDY ••• TRAVEL 
IN SPAIN 
CASTILIAN GROUP 
ANDALUSIAN GROUP 
BASQUE-CATALAN GROUP 
65 DAYS ••••• $975.00 
DEPARTURES JUNE 29 to JULY 2 
Sponsored by: 
UNIVERSITY of MADRID 
For Descriptive Folder Write: 
SPANISH STUDENT TOURS 
500 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 18, N. Y. 
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terms in the world, so that the 
world was God's first temple. Man 
destroyed this friendship and God 
withdrew. 
2. The Jewish tabernacle, in 
which God was present over the 
Ark of the Covenant, the Shiken-
ah, or glory of God. Here He was 
far removed from man; no one 
could approach Him but the high 
priest once a year. Entry into the 
Holy of Holies was forbidden un-
der pain of death. 
3. Casting aside this abode of 
the skins of animals, God chose 
the abode of human flesh when the 
Second Person of the Trinity be-
came incarnate, took flesh and 
pitched His tent amongst us. "We 
saw His glory"-glory such as be-
longs to the only begotten Son-
. "full of grace and truth; and of 
His grace we have all received." 
4. Leaving this world in bodily 
form on the day of the Ascension, 
Jesus Christ, God, took up His 
adobe here in still another house 
. . . in Bethlehem, "the house of 
bread." He gave us Himself under 
the appearances of bread. He has 
become our table !:_nd our food. 
5. Not only has God given us 
Himself in bodily form at the In-
carnation, and again in the Eu-
charist, but He has taken our very 
bodies and made them temples in 
which He dwells. For He gave us 
to participate in His very nature 
by grace, and because He gave us 
His nature, He gave us Himself, 
Three Persons really dwelling in 
us. "Do you not know," says St. 
Paul, "that you are the temple of 
God, and that the spirit of God 
dwells in you?" (I. Cor. iii, 16). 
6. God has given us His Church, 
a true blilding, in which He is the 
chief cornerstone, of which Peter 
is the bedrock, and in which we 
are the stones, built up one upon 
the other, forming an edifice, a 
living building, a body, of which 
Christ is the head, and the Holy 
Spirit the soul, and in which the 
Spirit dwells as in a temple. 
7. God has given us the Chris-
tian synagogue, the physical 
church, in which the new Israel 
of faith meets. 
''Where Regis 
Students Gather" 
HOWARD'S 
SANDWICH 
SHOP 
SANDWICHES 
COFFEE AND SOUP 
OPEN TILL 1:00 A.M. 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
4994 Lowell Blvd. 
Ph. GR. 9874 
Profitable, Full· Time 
Summer Work 
..... taking orders 
for wearing ap-
parel. Commissions 
and bonus pay over 
$75.00 weekly. 
'Good territories 
open in a II cities 
and towns 
For details contact 
Mr. O'CONNOR 
823 BOSTON BLDG. 
DENVER COLO. 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
SWIGERT BROS. 
OPTOMETRISTS 
Devoted.exclusively to the examining of_ eyes and fitting of glasses 
1550 California St. KEystone 7651 
JOHN - STIMS 
HILL-TOP 
4907 Lowell 
SANDWICHES e BEER 
e MIXED DRINKS 
May 6, 1949 
Banking Class 
The Banking class was walking 
through stacks of money as high 
as those of Orphan Annie. But 
these were the real McCoy and 
were passed around for closer in-
spection; some admitted they'd 
not see so much cold cash in the 
next ten years. Among the banks 
playing host to the Regis College 
banking class were the First Na-
tional Bank (where the auditor 
admitted several millions are held 
"in casH"), the American Na-
tional and the Denver National. 
The class received the courtesy of 
attention from several high bank 
officials, and they all admitted 
that the one conducting usually 
had more than a few right an-
swers. Assuringly the Banks 
showed a thousand and one pre-
cautions to check any theft, even 
by the oldest and most trust-
worthy. The alertness to chang-
ing financial conditions shows 
Denver as a fast-growing and 
multi-opportunity city. Call it a 
diamond with its best facets still 
being polished and its platinum 
setting still to be formed-by Re-
gis graduates, we hope. 
Our thanks go to Messers An-
derson, Barber, McDaniel, and 
Sanborn of the above banks for 
their several hours of generously 
given help. Special note: Roland 
Martines is still wondering how 
the First National earns its profit 
and amasses such vast holdings. 
TOPS WITH THE TOP STARS IN HOLLYWOOD AND WITH COLLEGES TOO-
11For me there's only one 
cigarette that's really Milder 
and that's CHESTERFIELD11 
~~ 
STARRING IN 
11 0NE LAST FLING" 
A WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION 
The TOP MEN of,, 
AMERICA'S SPORTS 
smoke 
~ESTERFIELD 
"Chesterfield is my 'd-
M'Id . I ea of a 
I ' saflsfying. smok Wh You /' h e. en 
you ~g t up a Chesterfield 
now they're M'ld ~Milder." 1 er, 
~~~ 
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